
 

 

                                Sector Stance Tightens 

Saudi building materials is facing continued headwinds due to prolonged bearish trends on slow 
activities in the construction sector, taking earnings growth over the last few quarters to negative 
territory. We do not see anything different in 2Q2017 and wait for 2018 to see some recovery in 
the sector. We believe the muted activity in project markets raises concerns as producers are 
witnessing the impact of a contracting topline, falling profitability and constrained cash cycle. We 
view 2017 to be tougher as investors have witnessed large capital erosion since 2015 in the sector 
stocks, except some improvement in the 4Q2016 rally, but large fall in dividend payouts keeps 
fundamental investors in the sector at check. We do not have a different opinion as macro 
indicators pose a tough environment for the construction industry and for the sector stocks. 
Sector continues to underperform at the Tadawul with a decline of -10% while TASI delivered +6% 
rise in 2Q2017. Few stocks like Saudi Ceramics delivered at par return with TASI and outperformed 
sector while stocks such as Amiantit and Aslak retreated by -19%.  
 
A key highlight in 2Q2017 for the sector is the government’s recent decision to cancel all export 
duties on steel for two years (SAR 58 to SAR 390 per ton) and cutting 50% of export fee for 
cement, which was earlier at SAR 80-133/ton. The government aims to improve efficiency, revive 
the local industries and enhance competency globally through this initiative. The execution of 
white land tax starting 2Q2017 is likely to aid some developments in the private sector. 
 

A look at the sector trends suggests that building materials prices in Saudi Arabia continue to face 
delayed recovery but in 2Q2017, we see some respite on selective products. Globally, large 
volatility was witnessed with iron ore crashing by -19% in 2Q2017 after a stable 1Q amid its rally 
of +43% in 3Q2016. This could put pressure on local steel producers who face large inventory 
issues coupled with competition taking a toll on the local metal (steel rebar) prices. We hope to 
see some breather as exports kick starts with zero export duty. Overall, we expect a slightly tough 
quarter especially for processing related industries like Aslak and Bawan.  
 

 
 
A look at other base metals suggests cable prices grew by +2% Q/Q mimicking global copper prices 
which went up by +2% Q/Q to USD 5,937/ton. Aluminum prices declined by -2% Q/Q to USD 
1,919/ton while Zinc remained flat at USD 2,758/ton. Global S&P base metals index declined by -
6% Q/Q and weighed on iron ore prices.  
 

 

Source: Bloomberg

Exhibit 1: Global Base Metals Performance
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Earnings growth timid 
We forecast 2Q2017 estimates with subdued earnings growth partially on impact of Ramadan 
coupled with a bearish industry trends. We expect revenues to register a decline of -35% Y/Y 
and -11% Q/Q to SAR 1.19 billion. Earnings are expected to decline -91% Y/Y though a -9% 
Q/Q decline is expected, while barring Amiantit, sector would see a decline of -61% Y/Y and -
13% Q/Q during 2Q2017.  

 

 Saudi Ceramics is expected to see slight earnings decline in 2Q2017 unlike large fall 

witnessed during 2016. We expect 2Q to be on similar lines with 1Q2017 excluding 

the impact of Ramadan. We expect the new initiative from the housing ministry to 

gradually benefit. 

 Bawan is set to see some improvement in metals and packaging segment. We 

forecast operating margins at 5.3% in-line with 1Q as output prices in woods and 

packaging to support in this quarter. Overall, expect a -14% Q/Q and -64% Y/Y 

decline in earnings in 2Q2017.  

 Aslak is expected to see some margin improvement though topline is expected to 

shrink by -38% Y/Y and -16% Q/Q, as metal prices in the last two quarters see some 

stability. Earnings are also expected to decline by -79% Y/Y but improve +4% Q/Q. 

 Zoujaj’s is set to see earnings growth of +8% Y/Y despite a decline of -22% Q/Q due 

to Ramadan impact. We expect weak volumes as a result of lower economic activity 

in UAE and KSA.  

 Amiantit is set to see continued contraction as topline shrinks largely in 1Q2017 with 

domestic business continuing to face headwinds; we expect similar trends to follow 

in earnings with expectations of losses. We are cautious of any impact of one-off 

write-downs. 

Valuation and Conclusion 
The sector has underperformed the index (market cap returns of coverage stocks) declining by 
-10%, while TASI delivered +6%. Amiantit remained the worst performer with -19% among the 
stocks under our coverage, while Saudi Ceramics performed the best with +6%. On a valuation 
perspective, sector continues to trade at a 2017E P/E of 15.5x at a premium to TASI P/E of 
14.6x, which is unwarranted. For now, we maintain our target prices, and maintain Neutral for 
all except Amiantit, which remains as a Sell in our list.  

 

Company 2Q2016 2Q2017E Y/Y Chg 2Q2016 2Q2017E Y/Y Chg 2Q2016 2Q2017E Y/Y Chg 2Q2016 2Q2017E Y/Y Chg

Ceramics 348        281           -19% 37            22             -41% 28            11              -61% 0.56        0.22        -61%

Bawan 643        486           -24% 65            26             -60% 53            19              -64% 0.88        0.32        -64%

Aslak 197        122           -38% 43            9               -79% 39            8                -79% 0.89        0.18        -79%

Zoujaj 33          29             -12% 5               5               -2% 11            12              8% 0.37        0.40        8%

Amiantit 600        272           -55% 26            (12)           NM 3              (38)            NM 0.03        (0.33)      NM

Group Total 1,821     1,190       -35% 176          50             -72% 134          12              -91%

Table 1: 2Q2017 Estimates (SAR mln, except per share data)

Revenue EBIT Net Income EPS

Source:  Riyad Capital, Company Reports

TASI Current Market Cap Target Dividend

Company Code Price (SAR) SAR Mln Price (SAR) Rating Yield 2016 2017E 2016 2017E

Ceramics 2040 28.06              1,403           27.00           Neutral 3.6% 56.1x 27.0x 0.7x 0.7x

Bawan 1302 18.31              1,099           22.00           Neutral 5.5% 9.2x 11.6x 1.3x 1.3x

Aslak 1301 19.02              835              20.00           Neutral 4.2% 10.3x 15.5x 1.9x 1.9x

Zoujaj 2150 19.45              584              20.00           Neutral 5.1% 26.6x 11.2x 1.5x 1.4x

Amiantit 2160 5.29                611              5.00             Sell NA NM 176.3x 0.5x 0.5x

Group Average 18.5x 15.5x 1.3x 1.3x

P / E P/B

Table 2:  Ratings and Valuations

Source:  Riyad Capital
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Stock Rating 

Buy Neutral Sell Not Rated 

Expected Total Return  

Greater than 15% 

Expected Total Return  

between -15% and +15% 

Expected Total Return less 

than  -15% 
Under Review/ Restricted 

* The expected percentage returns are indicative, stock recommendations also incorporate relevant qualitative factors 

For any feedback on our reports, please contact research@riyadcapital.com 

 

Disclaimer 
 

 

The information in this report was compiled in good faith from various public sources believed to be reliable. Whilst all 

reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in this report are accurate and that the forecasts, opinions and 

expectations contained herein are fair and reasonable. Riyad Capital makes no representations or warranties whatsoever as 

to the accuracy of the data and information provided and, in particular, Riyad Capital does not represent that the information in 

this report is complete or free from any error. This report is not, and is not to be construed as, an offer to sell or solicitation of 

an offer to buy any financial securities. Accordingly, no reliance should be placed on the accuracy, fairness or completeness of 

the information contained in this report. Riyad Capital accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of this 

report or its contents, and neither Riyad Capital nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees, shall be in any way 

responsible for the contents hereof. Riyad Capital or its employees or any of its affiliates or clients may have a financial 

interest in securities or other assets referred to in this report.  

Opinions, forecasts or projections contained in this report represent Riyad Capital's current opinions or judgment as at the date 

of this report only and are therefore subject to change without notice. There can be no assurance that future results or events 

will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or projections which represent only one possible outcome. Further, such 

opinions, forecasts or projections are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that have not been verified and 

future actual results or events could differ materially.  

The value of, or income from, any investments referred to in this report may fluctuate and/or be affected by changes. Past 

performance is not necessarily an indicative of future performance. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than 

originally invested amount.  

This report provides information of a general nature and does not address the circumstances, objectives, and risk tolerance of 

any particular investor. Therefore, it is not intended to provide personal investment advice and does not take into account the 

reader’s financial situation or any specific investment objectives or particular needs which the reader may have. Before making 

an investment decision the reader should seek advice from an independent financial, legal, tax and/or other required advisers 

due to the investment in such kind of securities may not be suitable for all recipients. 

This research report might not be reproduced, nor distributed in whole or in part, and all information, opinions, forecasts and 

projections contained in it are protected by the copyright rules and regulations. 
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